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The U.S. Exploring Expedition
from Fieldwork to Publication
ALISTAIR SPONSEL

"HE

STRIKES ME AS A VERY CLEVER FELLOW," Charles Darwin wrote
to Charles Lyell in December 1849. "I wish he was not quite so grand
a generaliser."' There is some irony in finding these words written by Charles
Darwin-a man whose geological publications had earned him criticism
for his own tendency to generalize (i.e., to speculate, or theorize), and who
had by this time filled hundreds of notebook pages with yet-unpublished
theories of transmutation-and it is even more ironic to find them written
to Charles Lyell, whose enthusiasm for theory-building had been pilloried
and even caricatured by his geological rivals. 2 The target of Darwin's critique was James Dwight Dana, an American man of science four years his
junior and the author of a new book Darwin was reading on the geological
results of the U.S. Exploring Expedition (1838-1842; also known as the
U.S. Ex. Ex.) to the Pacific. Dana was a generalizer with the ambition to
match Darwin and Lyell, and he was shaping up to be a rival to Darwin in
particular because he was working on two of the questions that had most
animated the British naturalist during and after his own voyage around the
world on HMS Beagle (1831-1836), namely the geological history of Pacific
islands and the formation of coral reefs. When it came to those particular
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questions, moreover, Dana could base his speculations upon a foundation
of first-hand geological field work in the Pacific Ocean that vastly exceeded
Darwin's experience there in both scope and duration. Such was his expertise ,
in rele:~nt zoological matters that he had also authored the U.S. Exploring - Exped1t1011 report on zoophytes (coral-making organisms and anemones)
prior to publishing his geological treatise.
The way in which the act of generalizing-theorizing-fused those two
specialties of geology and marine-invertebrate zoology was the central issue
in a public controversy that had enveloped Dana after the Exploring Expedition returned to the U.S.A. in r842. At least that is the argument of the present essay. I focus on this conflict between the "clever fellow" Dana and his
erstwhile companion on the Ex. Ex., Joseph Pitty Couthouy. Their quarrel
has previously been characterized as a dispute over publishing priority, but I
will argue that the basis for this disagreement was that each man, by developing a theory of coral reef formation, had muddied the boundary between the
respective "departments" of science to which they had been assigned when
the Ex. Ex. began in r838. Specifically, Couthouy had been appointed the
specialist in marine invertebrates and Dana was the expedition's geologist.
It is almost a truism that the rise of specialization in nineteenth-century
science meant that no single individual could hope to master the range of -·
topics and approaches that had once been grouped under the heading "natu- - -ral history." The problem in the case of Couthouy and Dana, however, was not the incommensmability of different disciplines but rather the fact that
each was competent and interested in the other's "department," with the
two pursuing lines of investigation that led them to clash over the question
of whether theorizing about coral reef formation was the departmental prerogative of zoology or geology.
Each man had been urged toward theorizing about coral reefs by the
instructions they received upon being appointed to their respective positions
on the expedition. The question 6f how coral reefs were formed had become
a well-known question for naturalists, whose answers were potentially of
great practical significance to navigators wanting to know where reefs were
likely 'to be found and fearing that the growth of new reefs would introduce error into their maritime charts. Most puzzling of all reefs were those
ring-shaped oceanic reefs now known as atolls, which encircled lagoons of
shallow water but stood in ocean so deep as to be literally unfathomable
by all but a handful of pioneering early-nineteenth century hydrographers. Already by the beginning of the nineteenth century, no reader in a European or American library could encounter a description of a reef that did not
incorporate some accounting of its origin. The term "coral reef" was itself
80

theory-laden, having come into use in various European languages around
the end of the eighteenth century after Johann Reinhold Forster, naturalist
Cook's second voyage to the Pacific, became the first man of science
011
to articulate the claim that such reefs were actually built by corals. After
Forster, few voyagers sailed toward a coral reef without already knowing
one or more theories of how it might have been formed. In the r82os a pair
of French naturalists, J.R. Quoy and J.P. Gaimard, argued on the basis of
their experience in the Pacific that reef-building corals could only grow at
depths within twenty or thirty feet of sea level. Here was a puzzle! How
did corals that could only live in shallow water establish reefs that stood
in the deepest parts of the ocean, and why did they grow to form a ringlike shape that left a lagoon in the center? Quoy and Gaimard themselves
proposed a widely adopted idea that every atoll had formed atop a scarcelysubmerged volcano crater (an explanation that I will refer to in this paper
as the 'crater-rim theory'), Lyell, among others, endorsed this theory, and
when preparations were being made for the Ex. Ex.'s departure this was
the best available explanation for a phenomenon that Couthouy and Dana
would both be charged to study.
It is difficult now to appreciate the degree of mgency that attended the
search for clues to the formation of coral reefs in the decades around 1800.
Many accounts suggested that coral reefs grew rapidly enough to choke the
entrances to harbors, block channels, and even place barriers in the open sea.
As a consequence, the British Admiralty began to instruct commanders of
surveying vessels, Robert FitzRoy of the Beagle among them to investigate
coral islands especially with a view to determining the laws that governed
their growth. FitzRoy, for example, was ordered to carry out surveys that
would test the "modern and very plausible" crater-rim theory. Before the
voyage was over, however, FitzRoy's young companion Charles Darwin had
rejected as "a monstrous hypothesis" this idea that each atoll was underlain
at shallow depths by a volcano crater!b
I have argued elsewhere that Darwin developed an innovative "amphibious" approach to natural history during the voyage as a consequence of his
close attention to the work of the Beagle's hydrographers, or maritime surveyors,3 Their activities provided Darwin a means of "seeing" underwater
that had not been exploited by other naturalists, as well as a novel method
for collecting specimens from the sea floor. These specimens were the rocks
and organisms (which is to say material for both Darwin's geological work
and his zoological work) that adhered to the bottom of the sounding lead
(pronounced "led") that hydrographers used to find depth. The hydrographers' techniques not only gave Darwin new ways to pursue his preexisting
8r
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interests in geology and in the study of zoophytes, but also to merge these'.
interests by allowing him to make direct comparisons between the present-' ·
day sea floor and the sedimentary geological formations he found on land C
which had been formed in the past on the floor of the sea. This in turn
argue, made Darwin capable of perceiving the underwater features that l~d ·••.
him to his own new explanation of coral reef formation, which became thff:
topic of his first scientific treatise, the 1842 book The Structure and Distri.!.;
bution of Coral Reefs. Darwin's theory argued that ring-shaped coral reefs
were the ultimate outcome of corals growing around the shoreline of sinking/
islands. As an island was submerged and eventually disappeared from view
the growth of corals upon this sinking foundation would allow the top of
a fringing reef to keep pace with the level of the sea, eventually turning it';
into an atoll whose shape described the shoreline of the now-sunken island:·
Couthouy and Dana each independently published theories of coral
reef formation after they had returned home from the Exploring Expedition. Those theories were similar to one another and to Darwin's as well;;;.
The fact that Darwin's theory was a consequence of his novel approach to ·
integrating the knowledge and practices from geology and marine zoology:
helps to illustrate why the similar theories published by Dana and Couthouy..
should have been difficult to attribute independently to either the geological/
or zoological departments of the expedition.

i,

ESTABLISHING THE SCIENTIFIC "DEPARTMENTS"
OF THE tJ.S. EXPLORING EXPEDITION

It is not surprising that an undertaking as costly as the U.S. Exploring Expe/{
dition was justified by a variety of ends. The dispatch of a naval squadron ·
to explore the Pacific and Antarctic was conceived as an aid to commerce, .
aimed at protecting and expanding the interests of the American whalers
and sealers who were already plying the Great Ocean. It was also a gesture
meant to emulate and supersede the voyages of French and British scientific explorers such as Louis-Antoine de Bougainville and James Cook,4 .
1
Both of these objectives were served by conducting surveys of islands that
might be frequented by American vessels. The portion of this work that '
took place in the tropical Pacific was the most time-consuming task of the
voyage, though it has often been overshadowed by the squadron's penetra"
tion into the Antarctic and the surveys of the Columbia River on the west .·
coast of North America.s Warm Pacific waters were made treacherous by ·
a profusion of low islands and coral reefs, and so the examination of coral
formations was central to the mission. Anticipating the danger of navigating

these shores, as well as the possible hostility of their inhabitants; the comder of the expedition, Lieutenant Charles Wilkes, devised a "Method of
6
man
S eying the Coral Islands" that could be execute d wit· h out 1an cl·mg. Tl1e
s;:t:m exploited the multitude of vessels and officers that :Wilkes had at his
. osal and relied on the use of ships' guns to measure distance by sound.
d,sp
l
·
f
·
·
With observers in separate boats "occupying all t 1e pomts o a tngo~om.e~nc
survey simultaneously," baselines would be established by sequential fmng
. of uns, beginning with a ship standing off the island.? Vessels would then
m;ve systematically around the island in either direction until they met up
again on the other side.
. ..
. .
The Ex. Ex. was outfitted with a large corps of sc1ent1f1c specialists on
the model of the French Bandin expedition (1800-1804) rather than with just
one or two surgeon naturalists, gardeners, or philosophers-general, as had
b en the case on many of the more recent Pacific surveys, including those of
~tto van Kotzebue and Frederick William Beechey. 8 Before the positions for
.,,,... men of science had been filled, the Secretary of the Navy Mahlon Dickerson
rote to the leaders of four of the nation's scientific institutions to request
:ominations for experts to join the expedition as well as advice on the topics
c.: _ to which the voyagers' attention should be directed.9 A committee of the
:. - American Philosophical Society appointed to respond to Dickerson's request
"declined to nominate specific individuals, but instead produced a thirtypage statement of scientific objectives for the voyage. J.K. Pau~d(ng, ':ho
succeeded Dickerson as naval secretary in the Van Buren adm1111stration,
transmitted this "learned and comprehensive Report" to Wilkes, declaring
10
the scientific directions an official part of the commander's orders.
In a move that helped to ensure that there would be friction between
Couthouy and Dana, the APS instructions directed both the zoologists and
the geologists of the voyage independently to tackle the question of coral
island formation. This was not simple duplication of an order, however. The
instructions revealed that it was possible, and indeed desirable, to approach
the matter from distinct zoological and geological perspectives. The origin
.· of coral islands could plausibly be examined by studying the conditions of
coral growth or by seeking knowledge of submarine geology. I am aware
of no previous voyage or expedition in which the study of coral reefs was
formally divided between multiple specialists who were assigned different
approaches to the same problem.U The APS zoology instructions, prepared
by the Philadelphia naturalist Titian Peale (who, as it turned out, would
himself serve as one of the expedition's several naturalists), sought a solution
to the puzzle of reef formation in the habits of coral-forming animals. The
zoologists were ordered "to dredge in deep as well as shallow water for the
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numerous inhabitants of the ocean, and to ascertain as nearly as possibl ;
the dif~erent de~ths at which those anim~ls ex!st; the depths from whici
the various species of Zoophytes erect their fabrics and form Islands m ,,;{
, a~
of which in after-times become the residence of Man; to ascertain the ti ,':
requisite for the maturity of such; their food; and in fact to collect all
information which can be reasonably obtained of that race of animals, which
though among the smallest, hold notwithstanding one of the most import \
places in the chain of created beings."n
a~t.
Geologists, by contrast, according to the instructions written by tlie u ··: }
n1-·,<,
versity of Pennsylvania's professor of geology and mineralogy H.D. Rogers!;",'
would approach the same problem by determining what lay beneath th'):
c?rals. "The ci~cular figure and deep ';ater of the Coral Islands having give: i
rise to the coniecture. that these fabrics of the Zoophytes are based upon cf
the craters of submarine volcanoes[,] the collection of any facts calculated ·
to throw light upon this subject will form one of the interesting duties of ·•'
the Geologists."' 3 Such was the importance of understanding the submarine,:'
str~cture of coral reefs that the expedition was outfitted with well-drilling ·"
eqmpment that would enable a direct investigation of reef structure by boring
down through a reef.

:e,,

. These zoological and geological responsibilities were assigned, respe;:· ·,j
t1vely, to Joseph Pitty Couthouy and James Dwight Dana. Initial plans
an even larger civilian scientific presence on the expedition's six ships were
vetoed by Wilkes, who insisted that investigation of the physical and navigational sciences be the exclusive province of naval men.'4 Indeed, Wilkes·
owed his command of the Expedition in large part to the fact that his
acl~ievements. and ambition in those areas outshone those of his fellow navy
officers. Durmg the voyage he took steps to add formal control of these
scientific departments to his long list of personal duties.
Dana, ~ho was twenty-five when the Expedition departed in 18 8, had
3
beg~n lobb~1ng for the appointment as mineralogist and geologist two years
earlier, fearing that a passive approach would leave him in a state of "disappointment."'5 However, as a protege of one of the nation's foremost men
of science, Yale's Benja111in Silliman, and having gained prior exposure to
both the U.S. Navy and to European geology during his tenure as a shipboard
mathematics instructor to midshipmen on the Mediterranean service, Dana
~as an excellent candidate for the scientific corps. 16 This experience, and
his good fortune to be assigned to the expedition's second ship, the sloop
of war Peacock, rather than to Wilkes's flagship Vincennes, helped him to
evade the commander's hostility toward his civilian passengers much better
than did his ill-fated colleague, Couthouy.

foe~

,

Bad Joseph Couthouy remained with the expedition for its .en.tire .dura.
tllis enigmatic figure might share with James Dana the d1st111ct1011 of
tron,
I
1· · I
·
xamined more Pacific coral reefs than any ot 1er natura 1st 111 t 1e
hav111g e il He was an erudite former merchant captam
· W I10 n'dell e cl 1us
·
age of sa .
. . f 1.
.
1wr'th classical allusions and endlessly sought opportu111t1es or us
.
cl'
1ourna
1
. Me 1terranean
.
own a dva 11cement · 7 His business evidently took him to the
cl to the coral reefs of the Caribbean, for he had contributed specimens
~;~m both locations to the natural history cabine~s of Boston. He purs~ed
his scientific interests in home waters as well, helpmg to expand the m~rme
catalogue of the Massachusetts zoological survey, and he had published
After
11 -regarded taxonomic work on local molluscs and zoophytes.
a we
h
cl"
aling directly to President Andrew Jackson for a place on t e expe ltlon,
appe
'
he
was appointed the squadron's conchologist and place cl un cl er W'll
l ces s
supervision on the Vincennes.
.
Although there are many Exploring Expedition manuscripts extant we
__ .have only an odd assortment of those that belonged to Couthouy and Dana,
and unfortunately for my purposes we have no contemporaneous sets of
feld notes that would allow us to compare directly how the two colleagues
:pproached any given coral island. The single exta~t volum~ ~f Couthouy's
journal spans only the first ten mon~llS. of 1839, wlule D.ana s Journals. from
"'~-- -that early part of the voyage are mrssmg (perhaps havmg been lost 111 the
·
wreck of the Peacock at the mouth of the Columbia River in 1841). 18 The
period covered by Couthouy's account comprised the beginning of the Exp~dition's first cruise across the tropical Pacific, a pass through the Low Arc~1pelago, the Society Islands, and the Samo~s on a track ~rom South America
to Australia. His journal gives the impress10n that at tlus stage he. and Da~a
were sharing theoretical ideas (and disagreements} and cooperatmg. well 111
building their respective collections of specimens.' 9 In the follo':mg sections I will examine in turn first Couthouy's approach to studymg coral
reefs during these early months and then Dana's collecting, ob~~rving and
theorizing during the expedition's second pass through the Pac1f1c.
A ZOOLOGIST AT LARGE IN THE PACIFIC

Couthouy's journal entries indicate that he first approached the question of
coral island formation from the zoological perspective instructed by Peale,
meaning he paid careful attention to the depths at which reef-building cor.als
could grow. When he was confined to a boat he peered down to examme
corals that could be seen through the clear waters below, occasionally diving
to obtain specimens and always observing the soundings if not making some
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H-· .,

himself. 20 His primary work when he was able to get ashore lay in coll , \
·' '
b
,
.
.
ect111g•a
manne mverte rates. He took lus specunens mto his cabin aboard ti1e y·in·.
. c.
cennes to make sketches and descriptions of them· on more than one
, .:..
h·
.
. " .
'
even111g:
rs sense of urgency saw hrm labormg till near midnight merely t l · ,
. 1
.
.
a <1ng
r?ug 1 notes of such thr~gs as cam:ot live until morning." 21 The squadron?
sighted dozens of coral IS!an~~ dun.ng Au~ust and September rs 39 , and aif'
Couthouy
.
. became more
. familiar
. . with their general appearance he cl evote cl. ,
an
111creas111g
proport10n
of
hrs
Journal to comparisons between reefs , WI1e11
··-/~. •
h
e encountered Aurora Island [Makatea; also known varously as M t'
cl\;
M
· ]
e 1a an _.
angara on 9 September r839 he had a crucial experience that led h' ·::·
f
.
. .
.
1 cl
1111
rom 111vest1gat10ns mto
. t 1e epth of coral growth to theorizing about tl1e."c
··
process of reeff ormat10n.
. Aurora Island p~esented the appearance of an anomalous coral atoll
which, rather than lymg at the level of the sea, has emerged from the ocean· <
Cou:houy described the island as "totally different from any of the island~ ·
previously seen ... a perpendicular wall of coral conglomerate at least
:.'
I
·.
.
300 ..
. h·
f eet h1g
111 som~ p aces 1~1s1~g directly from the sea with blue [i.e., very deep] _)
wa:er at a hundred yards distance. [...] Half way or more up the cliff was ·"
an mterrupted belt of excavations exactly similar to those at present worn-?
~way at the base of the cliffs by the action of the surf. The summit of the
isle presented a broad plateau or table land somewhat lowest at the centre '
[...] the appearance of the island altogether being that of a coral reef raised.·.
up by some powerful agency to its present elevation."22
· ·.
~s the French naturalists Quoy and Gaimard had done at Timor the·
prev10us decade, Couthouy examined upraised coral in hopes of drawin
2
general
. . conclusions about the habits of living corals. 3 Unlike the En g 1·IS hg
m1ss10nary to Polynesia John Williams, who had used Quoy and Gaimard's
argument that reef-building corals could grow only within thirty feet of
t'.1e surface to declare that such creatures could not have built tall islands
like Aurora, Couthouy saw the height of continuous coral rock as evidence
that the !renchmen had, simply-got the depth limit wrong. Working 011 the
assm1;1pt1011 that Aurora s perpendicular wall had originally been formed by
growmg corals, Cou~houy asserted that the island "proves conclusively that
the c~lcareous Polyp1 construct their dwellings at [...] a depth much greater
than rt has been of late supposed they could exist." In his view, the island
had been upli.ft~d by two distinct events of elevation, each raising it by about
r50 feet. In hrs Journal he argued that "if the island has in this manner been
ele:ated a: t~o remote periods, it shews that the saxigenous Polypi construct
their dom1c1les at a depth below the surface at least five times greater than
that given by Quoy & Gaimard [for the coral genus Astrea] . ..."Asif he had
86
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eviously realized that his observations of living corals had also long
not Pr
·
.
.
.
1
,
contradicted the figure given by hrs French counterparts, Cout 10uy
since
.
. 1
I .
cl
went 011 to note that "The estimate of Q & G. 1s certam y too ow 111 regar
to the number of feet at which Astreas are now found below the surface, as
, e our cruise among these islands I have myself frequently observed them
smc
. great abun cl ance. "24
· from 7 to ro faths water [42-60 f eet] 111
111
Having used his observations of the island's geological structure to
reason about the distribution and growth of coral anima(s, Couthouy's
interests began to expand to encompass questions t.hat he, hk.e the authors
of the scientific instructions to the expedition, considered to he more .prop[ within the realm of geology. Four weeks later at Rose Island 111 the
· ~::oan Group, where there were "boulders ~f a :ery .heavy cell~lar lava"
ttered across the reef, he indulged for the first tune 111 speculation about
sea foundation of a coral island. He considered
.
·rl
the bou Id ers to be " strong
ie
I .
l
'dence that the base on which the corals here rest is a vo came roe< at
:: great distance below the surface, since it [i.e. the volcanic foundation]
was no.t below the action of the surf, the only imaginable powe: that coul.d
have placed these boulders in their present situation." 25 The not10n that this
coral island might have a particularly shallow foundation seemed to call.for
a direct examination of the strata below, such as would have been possible
-~:---if Wilkes had consented to employing the well-drilling machinery he had
been issued for this very purpose. "A more eligible location for making some
experiments by boring," Couthouy remarked, "for which we have the.necessary apparatus in the Expedition, can hardly be expec:ed to occur dunn~ the
cruise."26 There is no record of whether he made a direct appeal to Wilkes
to allow for boring through the reef, but in any case the squadron departed
the island the same day.2 7
Later that week, however, Couthouy was presented with another island
that lured him into geological speculation. Aunuii. was a steep-sided island
that stood two hundred feet high with what appeared to be a crater in its
center. He believed that "An examination of this island would be of much
interest in a geological point of view." 28 What was extraordinary about it
was the submarine topography on its flanks. "It is a singular fact," Couthouy
reported in his journal, "that notwithstanding the abrupt manner in which
1
this volcanic isle rises from the sea, there are soundings at 2 & /2 miles
distant 011 a coral bottom distinctly visible." Although there was no hint of
it at the water's surface, there was a submerged shelf of coral ringing the
island. Couthouy's mind raced back to the reef-encircled islands of Tahiti
and Eimeo, which the squadron had visited just two weeks earlier. He found
that the coral shelf "had every appearance of being similar in nature to the
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reefs surrounding the Society Islands, although centuries may elap· ... ,
.
. .
see
the labours of the Polyp1 shall raise 1t as near the surface as are those at~·
present day." If the comparison were apt, then it was possible that Aum
was surrounded by a younger version of the reefs that encircled Tahiti i
Eimeo at the surface, and this in turn might shed light on the relative aa
of the high islands of the Pacific. "If this could be ascertained by a pre{
examination, to be the fact, would it not prove that the Polypi have bee:
work a much shorter period than at the Society & other barrier islands '',
by inference, that this group was elevated at a much later date?" Althoug
he had noted the relevance of these thoughts for the department of geolo '"·
Couthouy was here getting right to the heart of his zoological instructiJt
to determine the rate of corals' growth and the depths at which they gre ·
Couthouy's attention to the conditions in which the reef forming cor~f
were growing at the Pacific islands led him to conclude, however, that tit
:ery p~·emise of this ~oological instruction was misguided. That same day,
111 a pnvate manuscnpt whose contents have otherwise been lost, Couthou·
argued that it was temperature, and not merely depth, that limited the abill
ity of zoophytes to form islands. 29 This idea, that water temperature migh'f
be the key to patterns of coral growth, proved central to the later tensio ·
between Couthouy and Dana.
Aunuii turned out to be yet another of the many locations where
Couthouy's ambitions were thwarted because the squadron sailed on to6
soon for his liking. Part of the problem was that Wilkes' method of surve '
ing coral island coastlines was so intensive and speedy that it frequently le
little time to actually study the islands. As Couthouy noted grimly after just:'
a week in the Low Archipelago, "At present our opportunities are made·
entirely dependent on the amount of surveying that is necessary."3° In tli~+
pages of his journal he recorded his infuriation with Wilkes for the com~
mander's apparent disregard of the scientific men's desire to go ashore. Off:
many occasions when Couthouy saw plenty of opportunity to land, the
officers would make no boat available to the naturalists, or Wilkes, who wasi
still angry about an episode in which Couthouy had delayed the ship while
explori1ig the island of Clermont Tonnerre, would withhold permission fof
them to leave the ship until the day's surveying was almost finished ' at which .
point he would allow them on shore tor the final hour or two.JI
·
Couthouy also felt that Wilkes was sabotaging his efforts even to carry
out the most basic requirement of his zoological appointment, the collection ..
and study of corals. Having stayed up late after taking a dozen specimens .:c
from inside the lagoon at the island of Raraka, he awoke the next morning ·
to find that Wilkes had decided that the dying corals "endangered the health}
.
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.f I

rew by producing malaria" (even twenty years later Wilkes recalled

? t1:/ e of the most nausiating smells," an aroma that "tainted the Ship
·1t as o11

;,', every place and was exceedingly unwholesome"3 2 ), and the commander
;P1 d ade an order that "no specimens of coral, live shells, or anything else
· be taken below the spar dec1<, or ·mto R11)':
: ha
h tm
may produce a bad smell will
't / he rooms" of the Vincennes.33 The order was disastrous for Couthouy
·• ie:au;;i;ecluded his evening shipboard work of des~ribing and drawing,
which in turn would seriously limit the number of specimens he would have
·time to treat. Wilkes later clarified that he expected Couthouy "to p~ocure
; I one specimen of each species of coral which is to be as small as 1s con·
,·,·. on
·.- tYnt with the determination of its characters," w h'1ch t h. e conel10.log1st
SIS e
'considered "just the reverse of what has always been considered des.1rable
; regard to specimens of this kind." As far as he was concerned, this was
111
. 'f'1c
?further evidence that this American expedition was not t he tru Iy sC1ent1
·. undertaking that its French and British predecessors had been, and he told
':._Wilkes so. According to Couthouy's journal, the commander responded that
,h6 "did not care a d __ n for what had been done in previous Expeditions."34
·Tliis ugly episode was the beginning of the end of Couthouy's tenure with
~the squa,dron. 35
~ ·> It is not entirely clear what Dana may have been thinking about coral
:reef formation in the meantime. One certainty is that he had his own difficulties getting ashore despite being a degree removed from Wilkes by traveling
. aboard the Peacock. According to his subsequent publications on coral reefs,
/le complained of his limited chance to study Raraka, and admitted that he
... had never set foot upon Clermont Tonnerre or Rose Island, meaning that he
J missed two coral islands on the westward Pacific cruise that Couthouy had
Cfound instructive.3 6 Dana remained vastly more tactful in his relations with
· Wilkes than Couthouy was, however, saving his comments about the scien' tific corps' "Naval servitude" at the coral islands for a private letter to Sil.... liman,37 According to reminiscences by both men, Dana and Couthouy had
'/ by this time developed a firm friendship and a mutual pleasure in collaborating.JS They had camped together on an exhausting inland journey at Tahiti,
. and they willingly collected specimens for one another. Subsequent events
': ~ suggest, however, that Couthouy had not revealed to Dana the extent of his
. speculations on the submarine foundations and relative ages of coral reefs.
ENCOUNTERING DARWIN'S THEORY?

A· series of events soon conspired to shift both the opportunity and the
· , responsibility for studying coral reefs entirely to Dana. The squadron arrived
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at Sydney, Ne:" Soutl: Wales on 29 Novem?er 1.839. Couthouy was in}
!1ealth, and Wilkes seized the chance to bamsh 111111 to the Sandwich [H{;
ian] Islands to convalesce,3 9 Meanwhile Dana's prospects were b · ·, .:
.
.
rig 1lt
mg. He was mtroduced to the Reverend W.B. Clarke a recent grad -.· ,;
.
'
UMl
Cambridge and former student of Adam Sedgwick's who had arrived · _···
· · f or
· the other expeditionaries to Ill
. t hat year. WI11'le wa1tmg
co Iony ear!1er
- - t:,
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. .
retu
f rom an antarctic
excurs10n, Dana Jomed Clarke on a series of ext -·:·:
profitable inland geological rambles. 40
reme
At some poi~t during this long southern summer, Dana learned~J~
another of Sedg:"1ck's former students, Charles Darwin, had recently off/
a new explanation for the foundation of coral islands and barrier r _.f._,.
s.
WI11·1e t he exact extent and timing of his information about Darwin;see;;c
is unclear, Dana had already received Charles Lyell's 1838 Elements of
ogy by mail at Valparaiso, Chile, the previous June.42 Lyell there cre/t-~
, Wit'!1 demonstrating that "in those seas where circular coral isJan:,
I e
Darwm
abound, there is a slow and continued sinking of the submarine mount"';
on which these masses of coral are based."43 Dana wrote years later tha:\
had become aware of Darwin's theory in 1839 thanks to a short article·{
a Sydney newspaper, attesting that "a brief statement ... of Mr. Darwin;
theory with respect to the origin of the atoll and barrier forms of reefs }; .
threw a flood of light over the subject."44
_ ,i,
Judging by the notes he made during the voyage, however, Dana
no.t experience .any epip!iany about coral islands at Sydney. If anythin :
this newly considered evidence suggests that, unlike Couthouy, Dana 'f{a
s~arcely begun to puzzle over coral reef formation during the expedition's
first traverse of the Pacific. Couthouy's journal would seem to suggest tha{'
for his part, he either did not know Darwin's theory or did not consider
useful during the first Pacific cruise. Couthouy's own emerging ideas aboJk:
the process of coral reef formation were based on his discovery that rel
building corals could live at much greater depths than previously thought(
By expanding his conception of how deeply corals could live, Couthouy was:
correspondingly reducing his need to answer the question to which Darwin's'
theory was an answer, namely the question of how shallow-water organisms-·
could have established reefs in the middle of a deep ocean. Indeed Couthouy's •:
comments about the relative ages of reefs seem to indicate that he imagined"
reefs to become established at some depth and grow upward, rather than
commencing at near the surface as Darwin did.
. r.n 1872 Dana recollected that he began to work with Darwin's theory:·,
111 mmd when he returned to the tropical Pacific after his stay in Australia.'_'
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DANA'S SECOND PACIFIC CRUISE:
.·, __ -·

INTEGRATING ZOOLOGY AND GEOLOGY

,;Dt_\ a's 1 34 0 cruise in the Pacific is deservedly remembered as one of the
w
1· H
;irio~t consequential periods of fieldwork ever undertaken by a ~~o og1st.' e
·1'.'%ost acclaimed for his insights into the history of the Hawauan cham of
IS
· t I1e 1·mear
}slartds,
arguing convincingly that the islands were arrange d Ill
archipelago from youngest to oldest and explaining how t~eir rugg~d land. s'tapes had been produced by subaerial, rather than marme, erosion. But
this work formed just one part of a sustained investigation into a range of
r- connected phenomena including the geology of island chains in general, the
?origin of coral reefs, and the formation and antiquity of oceans themselves.
· As David Igler has argued, Dana's undertaking yielded an unprecedented
conception of the Pacific Ocean as a discrete geological entity. 47 One key
·' feature of Dana's experience during this cruise, however, was that he had
broadened his attention beyond the limits of his geological assignment to
iii.elude as well the zoological questions and activities originally assigned
'. to Couthouy.
)
> After Couthouy left the squadron at Sydney, Dana entered his second
'··~cruise among the coral islands with the new additional responsibility of tend, ·' ing to Couthouy's zoological department. Thus, along with descriptions of
the landscapes and lithology of the high islands of the Fijis, Dana's notebooks
also contain evidence that he had inherited Couthouy's obsession with col•·• lecting corals and observing their conditions of growth. On the extensive
reefs of Fiji Dana noted how the corals responded to differences in tide levels,
·a
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set of entries from the Fiji surveys of May and June 1840, Dana made
£
.,atera
· lddl
· le
..
of notes that he subsequently headed " Cora l"
. It me
u e t 1e sunp
. a page
.
f
ement "Submarine volcanoes have not crater form-or lose it soon a ter
stat 'on »50 The relevance of t lus
. o bservatton
. to " cora l" was presuma
.
blY
erup t1 ·
.
.
.
't
undermined
the
main
assumption
of
the
crater-nm
theory
of
coral
t1iat 1
,
,
,
island formation suggested by Quoy and Gaunard and populanzed 111 the
E lish language by Beechey and Lyell. If volcanoes that erupted underwater
not produce craters, then there would be no annular foundations for
shallow-water corals to encrust and turn into ring-shaped re_efsP .
· _. Although the page of "Coral" notes is undated, the mam entnes were
-almost certainly written before 24 July, when Lieutenant Joseph ~nderwood
was killed ashore on the island of Malolo in the aftermath of a failed bartering attempt. The notes refer to recent communication _with Underwood an.d
Passed Midshipman Blunt, who gave Dana information drawn from the~r
earlier coral island surveys during the 1839 Pacific cruise. After noting their
.. observations on the submarine topography of Clermont Tonnerre and Rose
Island, Dana penned a query similar to the one that Couthouy had made,
. _. coincidentally the week the squadron had actually been at Rose Island, about
-- the influence of temperature on coral growth. Dana's question was, "Does
.· it not appear that the principle obstacle to large corals gr.ow_ing at gre~t
~'--· depths is owing to cold temperature-this is shown by not f111d111g cora~s i~
cold latitudes."5 2 Dana was proposing, in other words, that the depth l11111t
of coral growth was merely a function of the fact that water temperature
declined as the depth increased.
With questions about the effects of water temperature in mind, and
having discarded the notion that submarine craters could underlie coral
islands Dana seized upon a new explanation for that familiar puzzle of
how re~fs constructed by shallow-water corals had become established in
the deepest parts of the Pacific. "May not the temp[erature] of [the] seas
[have] been warm when corals of coral islands first commenced to grow"
he asked,"& will this account for the depth from which they are built up?"
Dana did not record whether he was troubled by the origin of lagoons,
which was the other question to which the crater-rim theory had provided
- an answer. Instead, in comments interlined with his promising new sugges-tions, he began.to.considech.o~d1e.1night strengthen his view. "What is the
coldest temp[erature] of water in Lat[itude] 28° or 30°[?]" Speaking of the
Australian barrier reef, where corals flourished so prolifically, he noted,
"water flows from Equator along [East] Coast of N[ew] Holland. Coral stops
at 23 ° or 24° [south latitude]." Finally, he underlined his hypothesis about
the possibility that deep-standing reefs had been established when seas were

-d~J

A coral specimen collected by James Dwight Dana in the Fiji Islanas·',
~urin~ t.he U.S. Exploring Expedition: ~ana named the species Madrepora sp/c: o·
t(era; 1t 1s now known as Acropora sptctfera, Dana r846. Peabody Museum YPM :
rz 00200 7.cN. _ _
.
:·:. :
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he described the relative locations of various coral genera, and he identified "the species wh[ich] can grow in fresh[er] water than others."48 Dana
followed his own ship's officers' work with interest when the hydrographic
survey yielded specimens or provided clues as to the depth at which the reef~
builders were growing. Dana used methods including a "grapling iron" and
a dredge to acquire a massive collection of Fiji corals; the Ex. Ex. specimen
lists· now held at the Smithsonian indicate that a single homebound shipment contained fifteen boxes of corals, most from the Fijis,49 (See Figurer) ..
When Dana did engage with existing interpretations of coral reef formation, he appears to have done so not in order to confirm Darwin's theory,
but rather with a view to disproving the earlier crater-rim theory that had
been current when the voyage began. Evaluating this specific theory had
been one of the tasks assigned specifically to the expedition's geologist in
the instructions written by Henry Rogers. In the first of the two notebooks .

'
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warmer and wrote an instruction to himself: "Examine Beechey's voya·
for temperature of seas."53
-:
Darwin's name appeared, finally, in Dana's next set of entries, whf
were headed "Miscellanea." But the topic was not Darwin's subside{·
theory of coral formation; rather, Dana reflected on Darwin's claim thatt
elevation of the east coast of South A1nerica had produced the distincti
topography there. Dana's comment was that "Darwins theory of for
tion of the Pampas of La Plata-may not be correct-the action of sea:a·
present coast produces just the reverse effect & a gradual elevation &2/;l
As reported by Charles Lyell in the book that Dana had acquired earff
in the voyage, Darwin had argued that the level plains of the Pampas y;,c'
formed during gradual elevation of the continent.55 Dana's perspective'bn
the formation of the Fiji islands is revealed by his criticism of Darwin:'.B.~
believed that the heavily dissected landscape at the Fijis wa~ a product.bf
the sea, and that a gradual elevation would further dissect it. "Submarih;~:
Islands of igneous origin when elevated rarely have distinct craters;,: +
'-·":
wr6te, "they are intersected by deep vallies wh[ich] perhaps may have be
in part excavated by the agitation of the water at the time of the eruption.
At this stage of the voyage, then, it would appear that Dana's perspectJv
on the erosion of volcanic islands was almost diametrically opposed to-t-h
one for which he is now remembered. For at this moment, he was fixated
on the islands' history of elevation as an explanation for their jagged valley~
and uneven coastlines.
- ''
These were the views that Dana brought to the Sandwich Island'.;o
Oahu at the end of September 1840, where he discovered that the convalesci
ing Couthouy had already been hard at work collecting widely across tht
archipelago. According to retrospective accounts by each man, the geofor
gist and the zoologist exchanged specimens and notes during Dana's stay at
Oahu. Dana's manuscript inventory of material sent home from the Sand{
wich Islands confirms that he received 474 geological "Specimens collected'
by Mr J.P. Couthouy," many of which came from islands that Dana nevet
had the chance to visit.57 Another of Dana's inventories shows HawaiiafF
specirnens collected jointly by "J.P.C. & J.D.D.," which indicates that they
also made field excursions together,5 8 I have found no contemporary record
of the content of their discussions at Oahu, however, and the retrospec:.
tive accounts are all highly partisan and therefore highly suspect. Wilkes'
claimed in his autobiography that Couthouy attempted to resume control.
of the conchological department that Dana had been tending ever since, ..
Couthouy parted company with the expedition in Australia. According to_..
Wilkes's often self-aggrandizing text, Couthouy "obtained possession of [th{'
94

tconchological specimens, drawings, and notes] from Dana and n:ade claim
·.
them," Wilkes, who favoured Dana and detested Couthouy, mstructed
Couthouy to return the material to Dana and "issued an order ... stat[ing]
·h t [Couthouy] had nothing to do with them as he no longer belonged
tathe Expedition."59 Couthouy clanns
·
·
to have surren cl ere di
t 1e specnnens
willingly, and his journals and notebooks as well, and even at the height of
: i:he two naturalists' later enmity, Dana and Couthouy never referred to ~ny
· J· en conflict, or even competition, between themselves at the Sandwich
, I;iands. The composite picture painted by the two was of ami~ble co~~era-.,- ·
willing redistribution of specimens to the most appropnate recipient,
- tiO 11 ,
.
·
f
>and most intriguingly, the decision to collaborate 111 the preparation o a
· report on coral formations.
From each man's perspective, the decision to co-author a report on
corals and reefs was justified because the subject could not be confined
wholly within either zoology or geology. Dana claimed (when writing against
\ <=;outhouy in 1844) that upon arriving in Oahu from the Fijis on 30 Septem\ ber 1 84o he "la[id] before [Couthouy]" a manuscript of "over seventy written
{pages" and drawings of "more than one hundred species" of "coral anima~s,"
- 'which the two spent nearly six hours reading together. 60 "After presentmg
-. hitn all my ideas and showing him the drawings," Dana attested, "I pro~pcised.,. that we should unite our labors a~d bring out a report ~~get~1er
on the whole subject of corals." He deemed rt a reasonable course 111 view
what I had done in this branch of science [i.e. the science of corals]--the
~bological part of which belonged rightly to him, and the geological to me." 6I
Couthouy (writing against Dana in 1844) concurred that "I [had] neglected
rio opportunity of making observations on the geological structure of reefs
__ and islands for Mr. D[ana]'s information, and it was his knowledge of this
'L which led to the proposition by him to publish on this subject jointly with
me." He recalled that Dana had proposed authoring a joint report even
earlier, "just prior to our parting in Sydney." 6 '
It is easy to imagine why each man might have believed that he would
profit from an agreement to publish together. As their notebooks reveal,
each had by this time come up with exciting leaps of interpretation that
· -might rightly be considered to belong to the other's department: Couthouy
' on the foundation of coral islands, and Dana on the factors limiting the
growth of coral animals. According to their shared convention (and the
. c· instructions' stated protocol for the behaviour of the scientific corps), such
I: insights should rightly be given over to the man to whose department they
fell. If they authored a volume together, Dana and Couthouy would each
be able to have their names attached to the first publication in which their
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own ideas were presented. According to Dana, they spoke again 011 tfi:
topic after Couthouy had been permanently detached from the squadron\
Notwithstanding Wilkes' apparent determination that Couthouy have notl
ing more to do with the expedition or its publications, the two remaine
c~mmitted to the plan. If indeed, as Dana claimed, "the importance [wis
discussed of [Couthouy's] making observations in the West Indies, towat
the joint report," they saw t)1e conchologist's ban~shment as an opportunifr
to broaden the scope of theu- eventual collaboration. By both accounts, the
men "parted when l~aving the Sandwich Islands" with "peculiar intimac;i!
and "warm express1011s of regard." 6 3
>
Believing he had settled matters with Couthouy, Dana ventured ba;i
out into the Pacific inspired by a set of new ideas born of his two month'
in the Sandwich Islands. Having attended particularly closely to the chain'
volcanic landscape, especially during fruitful visits to the crater of Diamon.
Hill [now Diamond Head] on Oahu and the active volcano of Kilauea d
Hawaii, Dana became fascinated by the spatial distribution and relative agJi
of the Hawaiian islands. As a number of scholars have previously explained,
after comparing the broad, intact dome of Kilauea with those of extinct vol.;
canoes in various states of erosion, Dana concluded that the time since eat'
volcano's last activity increased sequentially from the south-eastern end 0 ·
the Hawaiian chain to the volcanic islands at its north-western extremity,61
This had several implications for his broader efforts to interpret the geology
of the Pacific. First, it led him to abandon the notion that the deep valley'
characteristic of igneous high islands like the Societies and the Fijis weri: ·
product of marine erosion during their elevation. 6 5 Instead, he saw evidenc
at Kilauea and Mauna Loa that igneous islands could emerge from the sea
without being intersected by the deep valleys he was accustomed to seeingL
and hence to conclude that such features were the product of subaerial ero~
sion, primarily by running water.
This in turn led Dana to an insight that has since been heralded as his \
greatest original contribution to an expanded Darwin-Dana subsidence>
theory of barrier reef and atoll formation. 66 Again contrary to the view ht{
earlier recorded in the Fijis, he argued that the heavily embayed shorelines of
islands like Tahiti could not be the product of a geological history in whic the island's only motion relative to sea level had been elevation. Rather,
such deep bays could only have been formed as a result of subsidence, whichwould allow ocean water to flood valleys that had already been formed and
widened by subaerial erosion when the island stood higher. As Dana was '
later to argue, this interpretation offered independent evidence that many
barrier-reef encircled islands had been sites of subsidence. If Dana made}
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this connection during the voyage, however, his surviving manuscripts do
-- not reflect it.
~- _ The second of Dana's Pacific notebooks demonstrates that his obsession
during the first half of 1841 was to document the geographical orientation of
individual islands and of island chains. During a brutally intensive surveying
cruise that took the Peacock from Oahu back to the .Samoas, and thence
•<• to a staggering number of low islands including those of the Ellice group,
;;, the Kingsmills, the Radack chain, and the Pescadores, before returning to
E Oahu on half-rations of water, Dana was enabled to compare a panoply of
-coral formations. Dana's opportunities to set foot on the islands were brief
andinfrequent, rarely exceeding two hours. Often his notes were based on
observations taken from the deck as the ship skipped past islands that went
>unsurveyed. Revealing priorities that may have been dictated by the fact that
, he got short introductions to so many islands, Dana adopted a concise and
, consistent note-taking style focused on recording a handful of key variables
.,,f~r each locale. 67 Most important of these was the direction of what he
- __ called the "trend" or "longest axis" of an island or atoll. Throughout the
' notebook he underlined these facts: "trends NE & SW," for example, or
,,e,,«did not land[;] trends NNE & SSW."68 In April 1841, referring to charts
{ and to his own notes, he began writing entries that described the direction
~~-0 fentire island chains and compiling the trend of each island within them.
' His frequent result was to illustrate that the islands often "correspond[ed]
closely in their direction" to that of the chains in which they lay. 69 The pur£pose of these efforts is not spelled out in the notebook. However, it seems
· clear that as the expedition moved painfully toward its merciful conclusion,
Dana's objective after visiting Hawaii was to uncover the link between the
causal agency that created individual islands and the one responsible for the
geographical orientation of island groups.
COUTHOUY'S UNILATERAL DECISION TO PUBLISH

_-_- After his banishment by Wilkes, Couthouy made his way back to Boston.
-- Meanwhile, the Exploring Expedition stretched into an unplanned fourth
,~--year;cThis was how it came to be that when the visiting British geologist
r- Charles Lyell lectured in Boston on Darwin's new theory of coral reef forma- tion in 1841, Couthouy was in the audience while his fellow New-Englander
< Dana was on the other side of the world.
;
Couthouy found the subsidence theory convincing, put he took issue
with Lyell's second-hand descriptions of coral reefs. U~on learning that
Darwin was planning to publish an entire book on the,topic, Couthouy
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resolved to publish his own views immediately despite the fact that his con,
fiscated journals remained somewhere in the Pacific with Wilkes or Dana,?o :
After managing nevertheless to recall in detail his experiences in the Pacific
and to master a remarkable range of other data as well, Couthouy read a ·
paper containing his "Remarks upon coral formations in the Pacific" to ·.
the Boston Society of Natural History on 15 December 1841. Even as he .
implicitly criticized the scantiness of Darwin's first-hand field study of coral ·•· · ·
islands, Couthouy claimed that his own months of experience examining·"
low coral islands and reef-fringed high islands had impressed upon him ''a "·
conviction of the correctness of the theory here advanced by Mr. Darwin."?r ·
Couthouy's paper was directed at what he considered to be an explicitly.
geological phenomenon, the form and origin of "the countless coral isles .
and reefs, which stud the equatorial seas, especially in the Pacific and Indian ·
Oceans." The tone of the paper suggested that it was intended as a correcc"
tive for geologists, meaning Lyell in particular and Lyell as a proxy for the ,:,
science as a whole. Couthouy reviewed the reasons why coral formations ....,
had long appealed to "the researches of the geologist," citing their relevance ·.
for understanding the earth's former climate, the origin of limestone and
chalk formations, and the agency of small forces when allowed to act over,.. ·
immense time. The result of these geological researches had been "a variety ·
of theories upon the mode in which such innumerable masses of coral have
risen from the bottom of 'the vasty deep."'7 2 Of these he singled out the
crater-rim theory for extended consideration and criticism because it had
"obtain[ed] the sanction of some distinguished names among the geologists
of Europe" (not least of whom was Lyell), and because Couthouy considered
it to represent a misguided approach to the problem. Aside from the theory's -·
shortcomings at explaining the form and distribution of coral islands (and
Couthouy enumerated these problems enthusiastically), it was unsatisfactory in principle to have a theory that could account for only a single one of
the several distinct forms of coral reef.73 Couthouy's proposal to geologists
invoked subsidence as a cause of the great thickness attained by many coral
formations, and as a way to explain the relation between barrier reefs and
atolls. But from this point of departure Couthouy suggested a new historical
account of the formation of Pacific reefs that involved vertical movement
of the sea floor in both directions. He argued that the low islands of the
Pacific marked the location where a great equatorial land mass or group of
islands had subsided in spurts interrupted by periods of quiescence. Evidence
from Rose island and elsewhere indicated that the downward movement had
ceased relatively recently, and had been followed by periods first of repose,
and then of re-elevation.
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Although Couthouy's first-hand experience of coral reefs was much
rnore extensive than Darwin's, neither he nor Dana had spent as long at any
single coral island as Darwin did in 1836 at South Keeling atoll in the Indian
Ocean. Couthouy's account of coral reef forms differed from Darwin's as
a consequence. Darwin, in the book manuscript that he was to finish the
month after Couthouy read his paper, gave an extremely detailed account of
Keeling and explained other reef forms as variants on this exemplary location. Couthouy, in his eighteen-page section on reef form and topography
and coral zonation, on the other hand, described the general appearance of
all the reefs he had seen and used different locations to illustrate separate
features. On many points, including the means by which lagoons were conserved, the slow rate of coral growth, and the roles played in reef construction by different types of corals and calcareous algae, Couthouy and Darwin
proved to be in complete and presumably independent agreement. On the
other hand, while Couthouy claimed that he had "more than two years ago"
come to "similar conclusions" to Darwin's on the origin of coral islands, he
said that he had never "entertain[ed] [Darwin's] opinions respecting limited
and definite areas of subsidence and elevation."74
Couthouy closed his paper by attending to the zoological question that
· !~ad been his official assignment on the voyage, namely determining the
factors that limited coral growth. As he had done in the notes written at
Aunuli, he argued for the important role played by water temperature in
dictating the abundance of reef-building corals, and proposed that Quoy
and Gaimard had stated an erroneously shallow depth limit for coral growth
because they had "not sufficiently taken into consideration the variations of
temperature at small depths, produced by accidental causes."75 He went on
to argue further that water temperature was the main determinant of the
global distribution of coral reefs. Unlike Darwin, who had sought in his 1837
coral paper to relate reef distribution to patterns of vertical crustal motion,
Couthouy considered the placement of reefs to be intimately connected with
the patterns of hot and cold water currents in the oceans. He called for a
nationalized effort to gather temperature and depth data from a set of key
locations including the coasts of Africa and Australia. He believed that a
"connected series of observations ... by direction of the Navy Department,
and published in the form of tabular reports" would shed light not only on
the question of reef distribution, but also on "questions relative to oceanic
and (as connected with these,) atmospheric phenomena, our knowledge of
which is yet in its infancy."7 6
While Couthouy was making public his views on coral reefs and his prescriptions for further research, James Dwight Dana was on the Vincennes,
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a little over half way through the passage from San Francisco to Manila
yet another stop at the Sandwich Islands.
A PUBLIC DISPUTE OVER TI-IE BOUNDARY
BETWEEN ZOOLOGY AND GEOLOGY

Dana returned home along with the rest of the U.S. Exploring Expedition in
Jun~ 1842 only to be met by an odd combination of public apathy about th~if
achievements and scandal over the conduct of the voyage,77 And just as tit;
court-martial records involving Wilkes have been the source of spectaculiJ:
~nsights into the practice of a scientific survey under naval discipline, ther{
~s much to learn about the practices and politics of natural history by study{,.
mg the fracas that ensued when Dana learned that Couthouy had alread · ::
published on coral formations.7 8
}'
Dana sprang into action in April 1843 at the meeting of the AssociacC"
tion of American Geologists and Naturalists in Albany, where he sought to<t
establish himself above both Darwin and Couthouy as the foremost author-'
ity on coral reef formation. Choosing to identify himself as the voice of the ;.
expedition itself, he declared that Darwin's view on the role of subsidence-:.
in the formation of atolls "has been fully confirmed by the investigations al\
the Exploring Expedition," but he argued that Darwin had made mistakes: '
in delineating "his regions of subsidence and elevation," and also in drawing
"the conclusion that these changes are now in progress." And, as Couthouy .
had done, Dana emphasized how much more coral-reef field experience he::,
had than Darwin, charging the British naturalist with making generalizations that had been "deduced without sufficient examination."79
Dana struck at Couthouy in open discussion of another of his papers,
which asserted the refrigeration of the globe. He claimed that reef-building
corals could not grow in low temperatures, and argued in consequence that
because it is possible to find fossil corals well beyond the tropics then the
ocean must have· cooled during the tertiary period. Couthouy had argued
to the same effect in his published article two years earlier, but Dana
declared that his former colleague was "indebted [to Dana] for the views
there advanced by him with regard to temperature limiting corals" and he ·
corrected the temperature limit to 70°F (from 76°), which, according to the
published abstract of the paper, was "the limit fixed upon by Mr. Dana when
the views were communicated by him to Mr. Couthouy." 80 Dana reasserted
his claim to priority in a formal paper as well, "On the temperature limiting the distribution of corals." After stating that he had "ascertain[ed] the
influence of temperature on the growth of corals," which he now placed at
IOO
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cl claiming that this allowed him to explain the anomalous lack
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anomalous IJresence of reefs at the extratrop1cal- ut-warm erthe equa lly
· ,niudas, he insisted that
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· justice to myself I may state here, that this explanation, which was
111
blished some two years since by another, was originally derived
ri:m my manuscripts, which were laid open most confidingly for
81
his perusal, while at the Sandwich Islands in 1840.
a gave no critique of the substance of Couthouy's paper. By disputing
D 1
· 1y 111
· d'1cate d
· ar1 a single digit of Couthouy's sixty-six page essay, 11e tacit
on Y
d 1 · · d
.
that the rest of its content was both accurate an p agian~e ,
. Couthouy responded in the American Journal of Science (wl11ch was
colloquially known as "Silliman's journal" after its founder and .editor,
. Benjamin Silliman, who had been Dana's mentor at Yale) by assertmg the
. independence of his ideas and of his scientific department. ~outhouy argued
·•• that it was not only plausible that he could have determmed .the ef~ect of
-:~--temperature on coral growth independently of Dana, but that 1t. wa~ 111 fact
his obligation and his right to do so as the executor of the zoological mstructions. "It must be borne in mind," he told his fellow men of science, "that
in the distribution of the various departments of natural history among the
naturalists attached to the expedition, the corals were specially assigned
to me. Their habits, growth, distribution and all else connected with their
82
history, were consequently the objects of my particular attention." What
is more, Lyell's lecture in Boston had made Couthouy _aware o~ t~e need to
make his independently acquired views on reef formation public 111 advance
of a forthcoming "elaborate work on [coral] distribution, &c." by Charl'es
Darwin. Unlike Dana, Couthouy needled, "I deemed it highly probable that
another person, observing the same facts as myself, might draw precisely
the same inferences." 83
In making these arguments Couthouy was expanding the grounds of
debate beyond Dana's specific accusation of plagiarism. 84 Rather than i:nerely
- asserting his independence from-if not priority over-Dana, he was mvoking the sanctity of the scientific departments with which each man had
been entrusted. The boundary between these departments was to be the
most fiercely contested terrain in the next round of the battle, for in his
reply Dana argued that if a department had been violated, it :'as his own.
"Mr C[outhouy] claims in his vindication that the whole sub1ect .of corals
was in his hands, much to my surprise, and no doubt to the surprise of all,
IOI
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who know that the structure of coral islands is so far a geological qL /
.
.
.
1est10
as to con~tltute an important chapter 111 all geological treatises. The po{
was considered so far settled at sea as never to have been mooted."Bs D :c·
neglected to mention that his original charge of plagiarism had not beet:
reference to the structure of coral islands, but to the growth of corals wh:
was almost as self-evidently a zoological question Couthouy did no' t 1;
.
.
.
.
·
m1~
the opportunity to pomt this out, respondmg that his mandate had perta · ··
"to 11v111g
· . cora 1s, to cora 1s zoo1ogJCally
.
.
me
considered."
Naturally this inclul'
"the inf!uence of tem~erature upon their growth." As to Dana's charge:
trespass111g on geological turf, he protested that it had been precisely "fo
Mr. D[ana]'s information" that he had "neglected no opportunity of makin
observations on the geological structure of reefs and islands."86
As the .dispute continued to smolder, Silliman and his son Beni'amin ' Jr.,.
now co-editors of the American Journal of Science, had made the decisiori
to print a special appendix to the 1844 volume in order to accommodati
a paper each by Couthouy and Dana. In introducing the appendix the Sil;
limans (who, that same year, became father-in-law and brother-in-law t •··
Dana when he married Henrietta Silliman) declared, "science is no long
the theme of discussion," and availed themselves of "the opportunity pub
licly to inform the parties interested, that this controversy will not again b~.
permitted, under the covers of this Journal." 87
- .,;:c
The controversy was finally settled at the 1844 meeting of tl~e America;~
Association of Geologists and Naturalists, where Dana (in what Couthouy:
called a "manly acknowledgement") admitted that Couthouy had indeer·
devoted considerable, indpendent energy during the voyage to studying the,<
effect of temperature on the growth of corals. 88 Dana's admission came,
after Couthouy presented him with his recently reclaimed notes from the ..
expedition. For this reason it seems unlikely that Couthouy had shared ·
this information with Dana during the voyage itself. It is conceivable that
Couthouy never discussed the matter with Dana at Oahu because he considered it a purely zoological topic, though his explanation was that he had -·
been utterly preoccupied at Oahu by the fact that Wilkes was on the verge
of seizing his pipers and detaching him from the expedition. For this very
reason, and given that Dana was already the interim custodian of Couthouy's -'
department, sharing his best work with Dana was probably Couthouy's last intention.
Couthouy may have won the battle to vindicate himself from the charge -·
of plagiarism, but Dana prevailed in his covert war for Couthouy's department. Couthouy foresaw this in his talk at the 1844 meeting, where he
took the opportunity of Dana's withdrawal to state what he considered

~i.

I02

/.
· inal contributions to be. Couthouy claimed to have originated two
fi1s
ong
· to corals: that t 11e1r
· growt h was 1·11mte
· cl b. y
{theories or principles" relat111g
:.-'-'•
temperature regardless of depth, and that the absence of corals 111
water
'
.
,•,....-. · areas was caused by cold currents. But Couthouy admitted that Dana
~~l11
.
had completed the expedition, and .that for tl~i~ reaso? 1t would b~ ~ana,
Cand not Couthouy, who would be 111 the. pos1t1on to Judge .the valtd1ty. of
','these principles. "The time and opportunity for more extensive observat10n
·-c~hich were denied to me, it was the peculiar g~od f01:tun.e o~ Mr. ~an: to
• ·
His is the rich harvest of facts, and their appltcat1011111 a wide field
._enJOY · · · '
89
' 0 {observation."
.
.
,. More importantly than finishing the voyage, Dana had remamed 111 the
lood graces of Wilkes and the expedition's organizers. All ~f the expedition's
·'s ecimens and drawings were government property, and It was .Dana who
:,Pceived the commission to write not only the official volume on geology,
t:t also the one on the zoophytes. He would have access to all of Couthouy's
:.work as well as his own.
CONCLUSION: DIVISIONS OF SCIENTIFIC LABOR,
FROM THE PACIFIC TO PUBLICATION

-· As the Sillimans noted, "science" as a body of knowledge may have ceased
to be at issue in the disagreement between Couthouy and Dana. After all,
the charge of plagiarism was germane because of their fundamental agree. ·inent as to the actual mode of coral reef formation. Science as an activity,
011 the other hand, remained the central theme of the dispute until the very
end. According to both Couthouy and Dana, the root of their conflict lay
in the other man's transgression of their agreed-upon division of scientific
labor into zoological and geological departments. Seeing science as a set
of activities or practices as well as a body of knowledge is particularly
_noteworthy here, because the scope for conflict between Couthouy and
Dana depended upon precisely which scientific practice was at issue. In the
collecting of specimens, for example, Couthouy and Dana had managed
to coexist happily despite the fact that they both acknowledged collecting
:C-items that belonged to the other's department. In this activity the integrity
....__ of each department could be maintained very straightforwardly, because of
the ease with which tangible specimens could be assigned a department and,
if appropriate, exchanged. Sure enough, Couthouy and Dana had turned
over specimens to one another according to the department they fit, and
each considered this a mutually beneficial way to share the scientific labor
of the voyage.
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.· .. _What was at stake after the voyage was not simply the division of scienific labor among distinct departments or specializations, but also the divi2n. of scientific activity between study and publication. Dana had almost
~kiiowledged as much in his final salvo in the dispute, seeming barely
ble to restrain himself from saying that he had offered at Oahu to make
\'iiithouy his co-author precisely because he wanted access to, if not control
f~t, the zoological as well as the geological publications to emerge from
h~voyage.9° And after the expedition it was indeed Dana's work in produchg t~e reports on geology and zoophytes that gained him the attention of
·arwin, Lyell, and others. By the end of the 1840s, Dana could fairly con;id~rJ1imself the world's foremost authority on all scientific matters relating
br'acific corals and their formations. He had taken full advantage of the
breadth of research topics allowed him by Couthouy's dismissal from the
{oyage, and of the breadth of experience presented by his extended cruises
through the Pacific's richest coral zones, to acquire a familiarity with atolls
·a~d barrier reefs that dwarfed Darwin's first-hand knowledge. He had also
t~ken advantage of the financial support grudgingly provided by the U.S.
- 6ngress for specialist work on the Ex. Ex. collections, which enabled him
devote the better part of a decade to full-time research and writing on
foological and geological topics. The intensity and duration of his labors
.i;.rtled his colleagues. What his coral reef theory lacked in originality by
~iippearing after Darwin's was compensated by the weight and quality of
·evidence that Dana commanded.
--- ···This brings us back to Darwin's comment with which I began this essay,
that he wished Dana were not so grand a generalizer. His words point
dur attention toward one final division of scientific labor that I wish to
consider: the one between descriptive work and theorizing. The conflict
,between Couthouy and Dana emerged precisely at the point at which they
'transcended collecting in order to begin speculating, on the origin of coral
reefs and on the reasons for their distribution. Whereas the former activity,
_as we have seen, yielded products that could easily be classified according
\to department, the act of answering theoretical questions was more difficult
, to govern because the work-products of theorizing could not be transferred
with the same ease as specimens could be.
· · This problem was exacerbated in the present episode by the fact that
,., coral reefs were a truly boundary-spanning phenomenon, simultaneously
\~animal, vegetable, and mineral, and constituted at once by both fossil and
' living material. But it would be a mistake to assume that this issue could
- only have arisen in connection with coral reefs. At the level of explanatory
·. work, or theory, there were many phenomena that brought the domains of

to

FIGU~E 2 A ~l~te ~rom Da.na's r846 monograph on the zoophytes of the U.S;
E~p!onng Exped1t1011 1llustrat111g the previously pictured specimen of Madrepori:i

sp1c1fera.
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zoology and geology into overlapping contact. For the zoologists Ge ·
Cuvier and Richard Owen, among others, considering paleontological:dence was central to answering questions of zoological theory. The geol~ii
Charles Lyell, meanwhile, had devoted an entire volume of his Principles ,,
Geology to the action of the organic world as it bore on geological theoi
and coral reefs were the topic of just the final short chapter.
_;
!h~re ~as, finally, a structural problem for Dana and Couthouy.
specialist sciences they had been charged to practice on the expedition li~
been created, in their Anglophone versions, precisely to put limits on the a2
of generalizing,9' In ge?logy and particularly in the science of zoologfi
Sandra Herbert has pomted out, there was very little space to cast one~~i
as a theorist. 92 This was trouble for Couthouy especially, for there was\f
precedent for publishing a theory of coral reef formation as a zoologis
Dana could point to discussions of coral-reef structure "in all geologidf
treatises," but even in that science generalizing could be a delicate matt''
The irony of Darwin's jab at Dana pointed toward this tension: althou
many of Britain's most exalted naturalists personally considered the identi
fication of laws and the establishment of theories to be the legitimate end:b'f
scientific inquiry, the actual deed of theorizing was often condemned
affront to the responsible practice of natural history. No wonder, then, that'
Couthouy and Dana found it tricky to reserve generalizing on coral reefs· .the exclusive domain of either man's department.
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